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our goal

KONSORT is a technology partner for 
entrepreneurs. We are constantly developing 
and testing new equipment solutions in our 
innovation center.

To increase the productivity 
of the client's business by 
automation and innovative 
solutions.



was founded 

in 2006

more than

550 employees

Ukraine

Poltava

production distribution

service

Main activities
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Products

 sorting system
 processing line
 conveyor
 calibrator
 industrial washer
 weighing and 

warehouse equipment

more than 


5000 projects

were implemented successfully
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Why should you 
choose us?

an individual approach 
to each client

production time is faster 
than 93% of competitors

operational support 
and service

optimal producer pricesin-house production
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Request. We specify all the questions and problems that you 
would like to have been solved. The design department makes 
calculations of the project (if necessary, our representatives go to 
the customer’s enterprise for measurements). We provide a 
commercial offer.

Documentation. We prepare a contract and a product 
specification, which describe in detail the equipment 
characteristics and provide a detailed diagram (3D model) with 
dimensions.

Approval. We make sure that you have clarified all the 
details and approved the project 3D model. After an advance 
payment has been made, the order manufacturing process starts.

Stages of our 
interaction
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Control. You will be aware of each production stage, as a  personal 
project manager  will send you photos and video materials of the 
current production situation. You can also come to the plant at any time 
to watch the process. The Quality Control Department provides an 
independent control to prove the products conformity to the agreed 
requirements and guarantee you this compliance.

Installation. After  manufacturing we ship your  order, and our  
specialists install the equipment at the destination place,  carry out 
configuration, testing and instruction. And only after  that you make 
the final payment.

Service. Maintenance, configuration, training and consulting, 
equipment repair  24/7. We have 20 our  own service sites 
throughout Ukraine, so you can be sure of your  production 
continuity.
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Technology map
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Our customers

We continue to work and invest in the Ukrainian economy 
even during the war. “KONSORT” association is a technology 

partner of a brave Ukrainian business.
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Fields of activity

warehouses 
and logistics

agriculturalindustrial environmental
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Solutions

parcel-sorting complex, automation of postal 
terminal, productivity x3

solid waste sorting line, 50 000 tons per yearcomplex technological line for fowl 
processing, productivity +30%
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certified ISO 9001, HACCP, EC/EU 
structural materials of the equipment



18-month warranty

custom design and free calculation

24/7 service (22 service teams in 
Ukraine and abroad)

production time — 15 days

Choosing us you get
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Let’s work together!
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